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against the pallet D.   The ends of these pal-
lets are so shaped that as the teeth of the
escapement   wheel   are   released   by   them,
sufficient force is imparted to the pendulum
to  keep  it  swinging.    The pinion  of the
escapement    connects   with    cogs,    usually
called leaves, on a larger wheel, whose pinion
connects with another large wheel, and so on
until the necessary number of wheels is used
to produce a rotation, once in twelve hours,
of the wheel which carries the hour hand.
Another wheel, carrying the minute hand,
makes  a  complete rotation  once  an hour.
The   movement   of  the
wheelwork is regulated
by the vibrations of the
pendulum.     The   clock
can   be   made   to   runD,
faster   or    slower   by
shortening   or   length-
ening   the   pendulum;
the  pendulum   of   any
common   clock   has   a
hand and screw below
the bob for this purpose
(see pendulum).    The
hands  are  attached to
pivots,   which   pass
through   the   dial,   the
pivot   of   the   minute
hand passing through that of the hour hand,
so that each hand moves past the other with-
out hindrance.
The striking part of a clock is entirely
separate from the time-keeping part and is
operated by a different weight or spring.
It is, however, set in motion by a lever
•which is connected with the time-keeping
part.
Invention of the Clock. Sun dials were the
earliest instruments used for measuring time
(see sot dial). It is not known when the
first attempts at clock-making were made,
but there are accounts of such attempts
as early as the seventh century. In the early
part of the ninth century a clock was pre-
sented to Charlemagne, and in the follow-
ing century one was given to Pope Sylvester
II; but it is not known that these were clocks
with wheels and a weight, like those of a
later date. It is probable that the inven-
tion of the clock is due to the monks, who
needed a timepiece which would enable them
to discharge their various duties at stated
periods. Clocks are known to have been in
use early in the fourteenth century, and
 some of them were quite elaborate. They
not only marked the hours of the day, but
they also indicated the course of the sun and
moon and the ebb and flow of the tides. In
the fourteenth century the first large clocks
on steeples also appeared.
First Clocks in America. The first clocks
used in the United States had no case, but
they were fastened to the wall of the room
near the ceiling, and the weights and
pendulum were without protection. Later
a case was added, which rested upon the floor
and extended upward for six feet or more.
For many years the works of all American
clocks were of wood and were made en-
tirely by hand. Finally, brass clocks re-
placed the wooden ones, and these at fir?J
were also made by hand, but later a die f<
casting the wheels from rolled brass plat
was used. With the introduction of this iL
vention, clock-making by machinery was in-
augurated and machine-made timepieces
took the place upon the market of those made
by hand. The largest clock factories in the
United States are in Connecticut.
Largest Clock in the World. The largest
clock in the world faces ISTew York harbor
from the New Jersey shore, having been con-
structed for a soap-manufacturing company.
The dial is thirty-eight feet in diameter, the
minute hand is twenty feet long, and the
weight which provides the power for keeping
it running weighs a ton. The entire clock
weighs six tons. By night electric lights
trace the hands and the figures on the dial.
This clock is so large that the tip end of
the minute hand travels twenty-four inches
every minute. See watch; strassburg
clock.
CLOSED SHOP, a condition with respect
to union labor which is explained in the
article opei*" shop.
CLOTBUB. See cocklebur.
CLOTH, a woven fabric, usually made of
cotton, wool, flax or silk. But in tropical
countries it may be made of the fiber of
hemp, jute or other plants. Cloth is woven
on the loom. The weaver uses two sets of
threads, the warp threads, which are run
lengthwise of the goods, and the weft or
woof threads, which run across the warp.
The selvage is the edge of the cloth, woven
in such a manner as to prevent raveling.
The warp takes various names; it is some-
times called the foundation or back of the
goods, and the woof is often called the filling*

